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'. e ::2··-e r.1easured the magnetic viscositv parameter S. for a number of well-characterized NdFeB and NdDyFeB sintered

:::'~::e~_~ .3 :'unction of magnetic field H and for temperatures T above room temoerature. The results are compared for

:::'":-e~~~iJ·•..,ng different textures or degrees oi orientation (i.e. isotropic vs. antSotroplc I in an attempt to observe an angular

~e'?=c;:;:::eai the efiective barrier energv with applied magnetic field. For the NdDvFeB magnets. S" shows no dependence
":X:::l :e.:l::tl'.:'e.while. for the NdFeB magnets. the results are consistent with the measured texture.

lt is the logarithmic time dependence of M
wruch suggests that the activation energies E for
the system possess a broad spectrum. Using trus
hypothesis. Gaunt [4] related both S. the magnetic
viscosity. and Xirr' the irreversible susceptibility.
to the distribution function af the activation en

ergies. Trus provides a relation between S and
Xlrr: S=S,Xirr- where S,=kT/(aE/aHh· The
quantity (aE/aHh is the magnetic field deriva
tive af the activation energy or effective barrier
energy. For ali of the samples studied in this wark.
as wel! as for those of reL [5]. the proponionality
between S and X Irr has been observed for ali
temperatures. The non-manotonic temperature de
pendence observed [5] for S,. showing a rapid
increase from 4.2 to 77 K and then smoothly
decreasing thereafter. results from the factor kT
as well as the temperature variation of (aE/aH h.
The magnetic viscosity parameter S, has dimen
sions af a magnetic field and is proportional to the
effective fluctuation field in Néel's description of
magnetic viscosity. S, is independent [5] of the
sample shape, unlike S and Xirr' It is useful [2,5]
furthermore, to define an activation volume v =
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Trme ':e'?enàent effects observed in permanent
mag::ae:s 3re clearly important from a technical

ome o: -·"!e";\- since the stability of the magnetiza·
ion is '=?Ortanl for applications. From a funda

menr.a= '.-:;::v.-point. lhe study of these phenomena
SÍ10ulC ?::-0·.lce ifiSight into the nature of the coer·
:I\'i::; =~'''''':lisms at work in a particular magne!.
ln :::-...:s:.' ~'Slems il is found that the magnetiza

roximatelv logarithmically with
1111':. ,,~-. 23l lhe magnetic viscositv S =

be used to characterize the data.

Ear:y ""0~ by Slreet and Wooley [1] and Néel [2]

onsirie:-eé illermally activated transitions between
'wo e:::.~' :<:,'els separated by a barrier to de
------:oe :2s :i.:::J.edependence. More recently. other

lied models based on two-level

~xpiain the logarithmic time behavior
lU soe "'''''<;.es )] and permanent magnets [45].
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(aE/aH)T/A1s' where'Ms is the saturation magne
tization.

In a reeent work [5] Givord and eoworkers
utilized magnetie \'iseosity data to determine the
temperature dependenee of the aetivation volume
v and the intrinsic aetivation energy Eo for some
sintered NdFeB magnets. To a good approxima
tion they found the experimental activation volume
to the proponional tO the eube of the domain wall
width 03, while Eo was proportional to r02, where
r is the domain wall energy. In their modeI. the
magnetization reversal is determined by the for
mation of a domain wall and is initiated in a
volume equal to the activation volume [6]. In reL
[6] the angular dependence of the coercive field
was also studied after making an assumption about
the dependence of the effeetive barrier energy E

upon the angle eg.H between the external field and
the c-axl.s 01 an individual grain. Assuming the
field dependence of E is due only to a term wbieh
represenrs lhe energy of the moments in the ap
plied field. tben the angular dependence of E is

due tO tbe terro - cMsH cos eg.H. Tbis hypothesis
resulrs in tbe well-known 1/eos eg,H dependenee
for the coercive field of a single grain. so that the
eoercive field for the whole magnet is obtained by
convolulÍng this angular dependence with the dis
tributiOD oi grain orientations in the magnet. The
authors 01 reL [6] obtained good agreement be
tween measured and ealculated values for the an

gular dependence of Hc' The angular dependence
of Hc ,,'as interpreted assuming that the ani
sotropy in the activation volume is not strongly
reduced in relation tO that of the main magnetic

phase. in contrast to the usual assumption [7].

Table 1
Physica! pro~es oi samples studied

The present work represents an attempt tO test
the above hypothesis about the angular depen-.
dence of E in another manner. If the effeetive

barrier energy has the angular dependence as
sumed above. then the contribution of one grain
to the magnetic viscosity parameter S, wilI be

kT/(aE/aHh=kT/(uMscos 8g,H) and the re
sults for the whole magnet will be determined by
an average of this quantity over the angular distri
bution of grain orientations. We have measured Sy

for magnets with different textures or degrees of
orientation, i.e. for isotropie and anisotropic mag
nets. The distribution of grain orientations was
then determined using metallographie techniques
to alIow the calculation of average values of S, for
each magnet.

2. Experiment

The magnets used in tbis work were prepared
by powder metallurgy teehniques and their prop
enies are given in table 1. Sample A was eut from
a piece of Neomax 35, kindly supplied by M.
Sagawa of Sumi tomo Special MetaIs Co. Ltd.,
while the other four samples were made at the
Instituto de Física. Universidade de São Paulo

(lFUSP). and Instituto de Pesquisas Teenológicas
do Estado de São Paulo S.A. (lPT). Ingots of the
appropriate composition were ground in a disk
mill in an Ar atmosphere and then in a vibration
milI with freon. Part of the powder was compacted
after orientation in a magnetic field of about 1.2
T. thus producing an anisotropic sample. The rest
of the powder was compacted without field orien-

Sample

A

B
C
D
E

Composiuon (at%)
:--;d/Dy/Fe/B

:--;eoma.-.c-35

17.212·8/73.6/6.4
17212·8/73.6/6.4
16.8/ - /75.4/7.8
16.8/- 175.4/7.8

J-LoHc(T)/M

(J-LoH = 2 T)(T)/T( o C) a,

1.05 /1.18/55
1.48 /0.81/53
l.U /0.60/55
0.194/0.92/56
0.363/0.81/50

a pDimensions

(o) b)

(g cm-3)(mm)
240

7.295.06x2.18xO.74
35 o

6.934.88 X0.62 X0.50

Isotropic

6.802.58 X0.92 X0.82
52 o

6.884.32 X0.50 X0.48
Isotropic

7.012.58 X0.80 X0.72

a) J-LoHc (T)/M(J-Lo H = 2 T)(T)/T( o C) represents the intrinsic coercive field (M = O) measured in tesla and the maximum
magnetization (in lesial ior an applied field of 2 T at lemperalure T in o C.

b) a is lhe standard de\iauon for a lhree-dimensional Gaussian dislribu\ion. See text.
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Fig. 3. Magnetic viscosity S as a function of the irreversible

susceptibility X irr- The solid line is a fit to the data points.

peratures above room temperature were made
using a vibrating sample magnetometer coupled to
a resistive furnace. Magnetic fields up to 2 T were
provided by an electromagnet. Changes iu the
magnetization with time were followed from ap
proximately 1 to 1000 S. ln figo 2 we show the
logarithrnic time dependence observed for sample
B at T = 200 o C for several values of the magnetic
field. The magnetometer was also used to obtain

the hysteresis loop of the sample from which Xirr

was obtained. ln figo 3 we show the magnetic
viscosity S as a function of the irreversible sus
ceptibility Xirr for sample C. From these data we
obtain S,..

figo 2. Change in the magnetizatian M with time I aI several
values af the external field.
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__~~""1r:"e::::lentsof the magnetic viscosity at tem-

[aUo:1. 1::;;: CO;IlOaClS\Vere sinlered in vacuum at a
[emneram:re o: 1100 o C for one hour. bUl under

\Vem ::'lO iu..nner annealing treatment. Needle
shapee sa.::lpies were then cut from the sintered
magnecs ;<.iÚllDe dimensions give in table 1. Thus.
sample B aná C were produced from the same
powrie:. cr.nrier lhe same conditions. and differ
on:~ 2. :neir àegree of orientation. The same holds
[;-ce io: sa.:npies D and E.

To c.e:me lhe spectrum of grain orienta
·:o::.s :.::: OUI" samples. a surface containing the
o::e:::.:::i.o:: ài~ection was prepared for metallo
=-~?=~e..~ation. Photographs of the domain
~ê.::~ Ío: merrnally demagnetized samples were
oc,,o;--;"':C 'l.Si:::g lhe Kerr effect and the angles
- '.:;:';'>c=;: -he 2lignment direction and the domain
"c..:.: ~~:iO:1 were measured at each point of a
~é ::~ O\'eT the photograph. ln figo 1we show

obtained for sample B for a total of
-:'5 ...::;=-", ?Oi:ES. A Gaussian curve with standard

c.C'.-;="';-e::r o'=(24±2)O was fitted to the data
"30::::s.. -==s cu.'·e. which is shown in figo 1. corre-

__ G:0 a :\"m-áimensional distribution of par
:i;:ie e::.e::tE.:ions. Using a relation from reI. [8], we

r;-esponding parameter for a three-di
::::l.êC..S!.o.::lE! G2.ussian distribution: a = (39 ± 3) o.

'a:~::scI a Íor samples A and Dare also given in

figo L T\l.o di..-nenslOnal distribulion of grain orientations for

sampie B. Tce solid curve is a Gaussian fit to the histogram.
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3. Results and discussion

fig.. ~, ~~;: r.i.scosity parameter Sv vs. temperature for
:::.:ree simered NdFeB magnets.

(2)

where the normalization factor N is given bl'

N= fo"'/2p(Og.H) sin 0g.H dOg.H.

isotropic sample are to be expected if S, for' a

single grain is gi\'en bl' S, = kTlvMs cos 0g.H as
supposed previously.

One could try to calculate an average value for
S, for lhe whole sample by integrating the above
expression for S. over the entire probabilitl' distri
bution. i.e. from O to 'lT/2. However. the factor

l/cos 0g.H gives rise to a non-physical divergence
for both isotropic and anisotropic magnets. In
stead. we chose to evaluate the integral

For the isotropic case. Pi (Og.H)= 1. while. for the
anisotropic case. \\'e used the Gaussian function

Pa (OgH) = exp( - O~=H/2 a 2). The upper limit oi the
integral was chosen to inc1ude some large per
centage of the total number of grains; but the

final result is not toa sensitive to this value as long
as f3 is sufficiently far from '1':/2. In table 2 we
present values of the ratio < S,) iso/ < S, )aniso. ob
tained for the value of a from table 1. for several

values of the upper limit. Agreement between the

calculated values of < S,) isol ( S, )anlso and the
measured value is quite reasonable for samples
without Dl'. The model suggests. however. that the

curves for the isotropic and anisotropic samples
should be proportional instead of having the same
slope.

T uming our attention now to samples B and C.
which differ from D and E in that their composi
tion includes a small amount of Dl', we discover
in figo 5 that the curves S, vS. T coincide for these
two samples. AIso shown in figo 5 is a dashed
curve representing S, vS. T for an isotropic sam
pIe. assuming that the ratio < S,) Isol < S, )amso can
be calculated as done previousll' and using the
data for the anisotropic sample as a reference. The
discrepancy observed here is rather large, much
larger than the errors estimated for these measure

ments (shown by erro r bars in the figure). To
convince ourselves that the degree of orientation is
in fact different for these two samples, we ex-

J

200

• SAMPLE A J
• SAMPLE E I• SAMPLE D'

-1

~
j

In this secÜon we wi'sh to compare experimen
tal CUf\'es of ~, \'S. T with values calculated using
the aforemenrioned model and the experimentally
determined distribution of partic1e orientations.

For our ~dFeB materiaIs. the model correctly
predicts the relative magnitudes of S, for isotropic
and anisotropic magnets. However. the addition of

small amoums of Dy (increase in magnetocrystal
line anisorropy and decrease in saturation magne
tizaÜonl seems to be sufficient to eliminate any
dependence or 5,. on texture.

alues OI the magnetic viscosity parameter S,
as a functlon or temperature are shown in figo 4
for sampies .-\..D and E. Sample A corresponds to
Neoma'l; ~S whose composition is presumabll' c10se
to J\:d,<Fe-&. and for this reason is shown to

gethe. c,iu'1 our NdFeB samoles. Far l&Ner tem
peralU:a ~_e \'alues af S, for samples A and D
are co=marable and agree well with values ob

tained by oiber authors [5,6]. The slope of the
CUf\'e 5, '·S. T for sample A cannot be compared
to lbe s!o!>",-s for samples D and E because the

details of Lhe fabrication process are probably
qui te di.:'f eren t.

On ±e oJIer hand \Ve note that the values of S,
for sz=ple E (isotropic) are consistentll' larger
han :i::ose for sample D but we observe that the

Cllr\'es S, \'S. T for these two samples have the
same ~C?E- Toe identical values of the slope mal'
retlecr ~':.efacI lhat the samples O and E were

"repc..:-~ irom the same powder under nearly
irien:':c::.:. cuadilions. Larger values of S, for the
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Tabk ~

Variation oi lhe lG.iÍo {S" liso/ < S, lanoso calculated using eq. (1). ior different iractions f of lhe total number of grains. The
corresponding vaiue af the integral upper limit (3 of < S,. l is g.iven in parentheses

'S,)c S~"
I (J = 35c

S,_ ~ s... C)

to = 5:°

f= 0.7 0.80.9Exp.
1.47

1671.89(0.9±0.1l
((3 = 49 o)

((3=600)1(3 = 68 o)

1.26

1.351.47(1.6±0.3)
((3 = 62°)

((3 = 69 o)((3 = 78 o)

2::D..i:2eé ±e second quadrant demagnetization
:J...'·CS :ü:: lhe IWOsamples. The remanent magne

2aC:O:: o~ lhe oriented sample (B) is about 50%
:a..~~ ±2.n ror lhe isotropic sample (Cl. confirm
:-g == sUDslantial difference in the texture of
:.:-:~ :-,'i) samples.

:-.=.= ::ecrO\ll\' enhancement of Nd"FenB, b\
J:.- ~si:rujon has been attributed [9] exclusively
.0 == ;per magnelOcrystalline anisotropy K of
.......;: ~c..Dy):Fe!4B phase. One aspect of the data
;:::esc::.:::d i.n figs. 4 and 5 is consistent with the
:-':'=><5e i::1 anlSOlropy K upon Dy substitution. In
::~ :5":.... i: was found that u o: 83, ando therefore.
:-:::: ::. ,;.: "~ for 180 o domain walls. Thus. we

~~~;:ri Dy-substituted magnets to have smaller
'."2...~;:Saf c ando therefore. larger values of S,. as
ueser.-eC. :or our data. The Dy substitution also
::~rs =- ~ reduction in the saturation magnetiza-

tion of the matrix phase, which is again consistent
with the observed magnitudes of S,..

Considering now the differences between the
NdFeB and the NdDyFeB results. the most strik
ing is cenainly the coincidence of the S, values
for isotropic and anisotropic samples as shown in
figo 5. Both the increase in anisotropy and the
reduction in it( tend to reduce the effective bar

rier height (10). However. S,. is related to
(aEj3H)T so that it is important to know how
this quantity depends upon K. The authors of ref.
[6] assumed that the field dependence of E is due

only to the term - uMsH cos 8g.H. We have seen
that the K dependence of this term might be
consistent with the differences in the magnitude of
S." but it cannot explain the change in (Sv)iso/
(S, /aniso upon Dy substitution. A more sophisiti

cated mo dei is necessary-to,.explain the results
observed here.

-"=- ::- ~.'-.:: ,f"{ ••.• \iscosity parameler Sv vs. temperalure for

"S~?63 -=::-~;t5- Tne dashed curve represents Sv vs. T for

= ~_L:i-' ~ ."je. assuming lhal the ralio (S,.)iso/(Sv)aniso= ::e -"-'-"";'eo.1 using eq. (1) and using lhe data for the
"'-;solropic sample as a reference.

4. Conclusions

We have measured S, for some NdFeB and

NdDyFeB sintered magnets for temperatures
above room temperatures. A simple model for the
H-dependence of the effective barrier height E.
predicts that S, for isotropic magnets is larger
than for anisotropic magnets and that S, vs. T
curves for the two cases are proportional. For our
NdFeB magnets we observed a difference in the

magnitude of S" that was roughly consistent with
their degree of orientation, but the proportionality
between the Sv vs. T curves was not observed. For

the NdDyFeB magnets, we observed no depen
dence upon texture, in contrast to the prediction
of the simple model.
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